IC50 (μM)

- **PC9**: highly sensitive to gefitinib
- **PC14**: intermediate-sensitive to gefitinib

**Cell Lines**
- PC9
- PC14
- ABC1
- A549
- LC0K
- LCDC
- PC7
- LCMS
- LCKJ
- PC3
- QG56
- EBC1
- LK2
- PC1
- LC134
- PC10
- LCA1
- SQ5
- H69
- SBC3
- Lu135
- N231
- MS-1

**Types of Carcinoma**
- *adenocarcinoma*
- *squamous-cell carcinoma*
- *small-cell carcinoma*

**Notes**
- * highly sensitive to gefitinib
- * intermediate-sensitive to gefitinib